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Logically Determined Design: Clockless System Design with NULL Convention LogicJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
A Revolutionary New Digital System Design Methodology
Logically determined electronic system design is a viable solution to manage the growing complexity of digital design in today's industry. The author shows how this new clockless design methodology is essential for securing the future economic growth of the digital design industry by...
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Sales Promotion: How to Create, Implement and Integrate Campaigns that Really WorkKogan Page, 2010

	
		Sales promotion is one of the most powerful weapons available to sales and marketing staff, and is used more than any other type of marketing- because it works. Almost 60% of sonsumers regularly take advantage of some form of sales promotion each month.

	
		Packed with practical examples as well as new and updated case...
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Encyclopedia of Multimedia Technology and NetworkingIdea Group Publishing, 2005
The purpose of the Encyclopedia of Multimedia Technology and Networking is to offer a written
compendium of human knowledge related to the emerging multimedia digital metamarket.

Multimedia technology, networks and online interactive multimedia services are taking advantage of a
series of radical innovations in converging...
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Diagnosing Wild Species Harvest: Resource Use and ConservationAcademic Press, 2013

	Diagnosing Wild Species Harvest bridges gaps of knowledge fragmented among scientific disciplines as it addresses this multifaceted phenomenon that is simultaneously global and local. The authors emphasize the interwoven nature of issues specific to the ecological, economic, and socio-cultural realms of wild species harvest.

...
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Production Systems Engineering: Cost and Performance OptimizationMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	Optimize Economic and Technological Requirements in Production System Designs


	This pioneering work offers proven techniques, partially created and developed at The Charles Stark Draper Laboratory, for determining optimal resource allocation and cost-effective production system designs for today’s any-volume...
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The Design of Things to Come: How Ordinary People Create Extraordinary ProductsWharton School Publishing, 2005
Everyone is talking and writing about innovation. It is the fuel of business strategy. Design and innovation are words that are often used together or interchangeably. Design for us is both a broad concept of change through human problem solving and a word used to describe specific fields such as engineering design, interface design, or industrial...
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Social Simulation: Technologies, Advances and New Discoveries (Premier Reference)IGI Global, 2007
The simulation of social behavior in a variety of domains is an increasingly important technological tool.
eference survey of social simulation work, Social Simulation: Technologies, Advances and New Discoveries comprehensively collects the most exciting developments in the field. Drawing research contributions from a vibrant...
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Genetics and Genomics of Cotton (Plant Genetics and Genomics: Crops and Models)Springer, 2009
A few members of the Gossypium (cotton) genus are cultivated for the production of elongated single-celled fibers valued worldwide at about $20 billion annually at the farm gate, and which sustain one of the world’s largest industries (textiles) with an annual worldwide economic impact of about $500 billion. In a number of ways, cotton...
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The Return of Depression Economics and the Crisis of 2008W W Norton, 2008
In 1999, in The Return of Depression Economics, Paul Krugman surveyed the economic crises that had swept across Asia and Latin America, and pointed out that those crises were a warning for all of us: like diseases that have become resistant to antibiotics, the economic maladies that caused the Great Depression were making a comeback. In...
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IS Management Handbook, 8th EditionAuerbach Publications, 2003
The first few years of the new millennium have been a challenging time for the information technology (IT) manager. The initial economic euphoria that greeted the successful completion of Y2K projects worldwide was quickly followed by a dramatic shakedown within U.S.-based industries most closely related to the growth of the Internet. Today,...
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Charging Communication NetworksElsevier Limited, 1999
This book proposes that usage-based charging schemes are essential to generate the incentives necessary for efficient operation of multiservice networks. The rapid development of network technology is enabling sophisticated new services and applications which demand new charging models. The same technology provides the means to operate the right...
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The Long Emergency: Surviving the Converging Catastrophes of the Twenty-First CenturyAtlantic Monthly Press, 2005

	With his classics of social commentary The Geography of Nowhere and Home from Nowhere, James Howard Kunstler has established himself as one of the great commentators on American space and place. Now, with The Long Emergency, he offers a shocking vision of a post-oil future. As a result of artificially cheap fossil-fuel energy, we have...
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